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Unlock the Power
of Pinterest in 6

easy steps!

Bring The Traffic To YOU!
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Welcome!

Pinterest is one of the most effective
tools in driving traffic to your site and
introducing your brand to new
influencers and consumers. If you are
not getting these results from
Pinterest, perhaps you need to do
some fine-tuning in how you use the
platform. 

I have heard so many stories of people
like YOU in the same race that I was,
hitting a wall and feeling stuck. Not
able to highlight your awesomeness to
gain visibility, leads and sales so that
you can be found first and help the
people who need your magic the most! 

As a rockstar marketing strategist, I
provide simple, sustainable systems
and support for busy entrepreneurs
ready to rock it online – without
tantrums over tech and trading sleep
for success so that you can gain back
more time in your day while flooding
your bank account with moola!

Use these Pinterest tips to tweak your
strategy so you can start see some
growth in your business using
attraction marketing.

http://laurarike.com/
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Treat Pinterest As A Search Engine1
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Pinterest has a huge amount of domain authority on Google. 
No this does not mean if you pin the same link to your board
multiple times you will increase your search ranking BUT if you
optimize you board description AND pin interesting content
which others find helpful or interesting, it’ll naturally get repinned
a lot and consequently increase traffic. With increased traffic, you’ll
automatically land a higher page rank on Google.

For example, if you search for “Email Marketing”, you will most
likely get boards & pins based on those keywords on the first
page of Google. SO, you want to make sure that your board
description is filled out entirely with not only a conversational tone
explaining what the board is about but also keywords that match
the niche of the board too.

Need help making sure you
are using the right keywords?
CLICK HEREN
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https://www.loom.com/share/f6a87ff3ae6b4c57bd8f7b65e7de4fbe
https://www.loom.com/share/f6a87ff3ae6b4c57bd8f7b65e7de4fbe
http://laurarike.com/pinterest-bootcamp-waitlist


I mentioned keywords above so let's take a second to go over specifically
what I mean by that.

The keywords that you want to be found for should be present in your
board titles and descriptions. This is how your audience, old and new,
will find you. Make sure you spend some time with this an do it right. You
do NOT want to ‘cheat’ the system by adding multiple niches and terms
to ‘cast a wide net’ so to speak. You want to be specific and strategic
with keywords.

For example since I offer specific services to Pinterest, I want to
specifically target people interested in Pinterest management. I find the
best keywords by going into the top search bar of the Pinterest platform
and start typing in what I think would be a good term/phrase to use, and
then Pinterest shows me their suggestions based on my search! 
How cool is that!

There’s so much to think
about and there is a lot that
seems up in the air. The good
news is, you can you can be
found first! CLICK HERE to
learn more about keywords &
ABC search!
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Use Keywords To Your Advantage2
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https://www.loom.com/share/f6a87ff3ae6b4c57bd8f7b65e7de4fbe
https://www.loom.com/share/f6a87ff3ae6b4c57bd8f7b65e7de4fbe
http://laurarike.com/pinterest-bootcamp-waitlist
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Keyword Targeting

Conduct a search (like we talked about with #2) specifically
targeting the real people you listed and their real problems that

you can help them resolve.

List out Targeted Keywords Below

What is one main keyword to Target your audience?

3
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Content Sourcing
Where can you find content to share? There are so many
places you already have loads of content posted that you

can share on Pinterest for wider visibility. For example:
Instagram, Linkedin, Blog & more! List them below:

Location 1: Location 2:

Location 3: Location 4:

4



Video Content

Pinterest is THE BEST way to get... connected with
people before your competition, establish yourself as
an industry leader in your niche, and save oodles of
time in your day while still reaching the masses so

that you can sky rocket your leads and sales! - Laura

"

Here is a walkthrough I recorded of the
things to make sure you do and don't
do when uploading a video pin to
Pinterest. CLICK HERE!
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Video Pins are a great format for sparking a new idea from how to
make a recipe or how to style an item of clothing in multiple ways,

to showing a compilation of clips of a top travel destination.
Pinners love to see video tutorials — searches for ‘inspirational

videos’ have risen 31% since last year.

Do you have video content you can repurpose?

5

Video Pins shine through for educational content,
like tutorials, how-to’s, and recipes. The added value
makes it more likely that a user will save it to one of
their boards — a positive indicator to the Pinterest
algorithm that will boost your Pin in future search
results.

You can also use Video Pins to drive viewers
elsewhere, such as your YouTube channel, website,
or product pages. Once a viewer has engaged with
your video content, they’re far more likely to click
through the Pin’s link — which can be great for
cross-promotion and sales.

https://www.loom.com/share/f78f9c8fe15b416ab2404d9048ada5f5
https://www.loom.com/share/f78f9c8fe15b416ab2404d9048ada5f5
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You have completed three major steps to move you forward and
jumpstart your client attraction machine on Pinterest!

Congrats, you've Done it!

Successful brands on Pinterest pin up to 20 to 30 pins a day.

WRONG!

You don't have to pin a certain amount per day - you just have to be
consistent. So if you don't have a blog, or maybe you don't have a ton of
content... NO PROBLEM! Start small with 1 pin a day and build from there
as you generate more content that converts. 

Look into the list of approved schedulers here so that you can also save
time by scheduling out a week or two in advance. You MUST use one of
their approved vendors though or you run the risk of getting your
account shut down entirely.

Now that you have done your assessment of content you have to pin,
pick the amount per day that works for you and start pinning! <3
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Consistency Is Key06

Here is a walkthrough I recorded of how to schedule pins on
Pinterest without a scheduler. CLICK HERE!

http://laurarike.com/pinterest-bootcamp-waitlist
https://business.pinterest.com/en/pinterest-partners/?6vSe8pszGZyVI8S9j51gvC=parent_filter%3D53QJeuS7LeCxruts2pG4jl%26child_filters%3D5T2twzSlc1G64uUlepZBYe
https://www.loom.com/share/ce4e7cb42d02418097b2778c240cccf7
https://www.loom.com/share/ce4e7cb42d02418097b2778c240cccf7


b u t  N o w . . .

What's next?
The astounding amount of people who use Pinterest is only one of the
best parts about it. Not only that but the number of entrepreneurs
using it is dismal, meaning it is an open untapped resource just
waiting for you to rock it! 

Most companies and marketers are focused on Facebook because
that's where they see the big numbers. But remember, it isn't just
about big numbers, it's about attracting quality leads with meaningful
content. Not only can you do that on Pinterest, but you can do so in an
environment with very little competition. 

Let's set up a personalized strategy for you in the Pintastic Rockstars
program that will help you breakthrough into an untapped potential in
your business, elevate your traffic and most importantly generate more
sales! This strategy will be easy to maintain and stay consistent, while
raking in the leads and sales you strive for!

Join Pintastic Rockstars
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https://laurarike.com/pinterest-course/?utm_source=attraction-pdf&utm_medium=whats-next-button&utm_campaign=pinterest-rockstars
https://laurarike.com/pinterest-course/?utm_source=attraction-pdf&utm_medium=whats-next-button&utm_campaign=pinterest-rockstars
https://laurarike.com/pinterest-course/?utm_source=attraction-pdf&utm_medium=whats-next-button&utm_campaign=pinterest-rockstars

